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Abstract
We present two variations of a prototype based text matching methodology used in the Routing Sub-Task of TREC 2002 Filtering Track. The
methodology examines text on the word level. It is based on word coding
and examines the distributions of these codes using document histograms.
This research is supported by TEKES, the National Technology Agency of Finland (grant
number 40943/99). The support is gratefully acknowledged.

1 Introduction
A common approach to topic detection and tracking is the usage of keywords, especially, in context of Dewey Decimal Classification [2, 1] that is used in United
States to classify books. The approach is based on assumption that keywords
given by authors or indexers characterize the text well. This may be true, but then
one neglects the accuracy. There are also many automatic indexing approaches. A
more accurate method is to use all the words of a document and the frequency distribution of words, but the comparison of frequency distributions is a complicated
task. Some theories say that the rare words in the word frequency histograms
distinguish documents [5]. Traditionally, information retrieval has roughly been
based on a fixed list of index terms [5, 3], or vector space models [9, 8]. The
latter ones miss the information of co-occurrences of words. There are techniques
that are capable of considering the co-occurrences of words, as latent semantic
analysis [6] but they are computationally heavy.
Commonly in filtering, documents are preprocessed with tokenizers, stemmers
and stopword lists. Using these methods the processing of the documents become
more simple for document classification methods. Next step is to construct feature
vectors for documents. The value of the feature is usually based on its significance
in the document. Traditionally this is done by using term frequencies and inverse
document frequencies. Last year results of TREC 2001 filtering track show that
using Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification can give good results for
the routing tasks [7, 4].
In this paper, we present our methodology briefly and concentrate on tests of
content-based topic classification, which is highly attractive in text mining. The
evolution of the methodology has been earlier discussed in several publications
[10, 12, 11]. In the second chapter the applied methodology is described. In the
third chapter the experiment with the Reuters database and execution times are
described. Finally, the methodology and the results are discussed.

2 Methodology
The methodology used in our runs examines now the documents on the word level.
The runs were designed so that the basic principles were kept the same. On the
detailed level variation in the methods was added in order to test the robustness of
the basic ideas.

2.1 Filtering
The original text was first preprocessed, extra spaces and carriage returns were
omitted, and single words were separated with single spaces. With the Reuters
database, the preprocessing included selecting the allowed XML fields and removal of the XML tags. For the Visa1T11 run a stopword list was created. Words
which were common to the most of the topics where chosen into the stopword list.
If the word occurred at least in 75 different topic it was chosen to the list. These
words were regarded meaningless to the topic identification. For the Visa2T11
run the text was stemmed with the Porter stemmer.

2.2 Word quantization in Visa1T11
The filtered text was translated into a suitable form for encoding purposes. The
encoding of words is a wide subject and there are several approaches for doing it.
The word can be recognized and replaced with a code. This approach is sensitive
to new words. The succeeding words can be replaced with a code. This method is
language sensitive. Each word can be analyzed character by character and based
on the characters a key entry to a code table is calculated. This approach is sensitive to capital letters and conjugation if the code table is not arranged in a special
way.
The last alternative was selected, because it is accurate and suitable for statistical analysis. A word was transformed into a number in the following manner:





 


where is the length of the character string (the word),
character within a word , and is a constant.
Example: word is “c a t”.
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The encoding algorithm produces a different number for each different word, only
the same word can have an equal number. After each word has been converted to
a code number, we consider the distribution of the code numbers of the words.
The representation of word coded numbers was floating point number. Floating point numbers in our system use a radix of two. Mantissa can have values
from
. The representation of floating point number:
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Our word coding gives only positive numbers so sign is always positive. The
mantissa has information of the beginning of the word and the exponent has information about the length of the word. The quantization of the words uses the
values of the mantissa and the exponent. The range of the mantissa is divided to
equal size classes. The exponent is divided to size  classes. The mantissa
class number and the exponent class number are used in the calculation of the
word class number. Possible number of the mantissa classes of the word varies
from 1 to . The actual word class number is calculated in the following manner:
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is the exponent class
where is the mantissa class number of the word and
number of the word.
is the quantization accuracy of the mantissa,  is the
quantization step of the exponent and is the word coded to floating point number
with formula 1.
Following example shows how the word coding and word class number generation is done to the word ”trec”. First the word is converted with word coding
formula 1 to a number. Number is represented in floating point format where
the radix is two. With formula 4 the word number is converted to a word class
number, now is 35000,  is 24, and is 256.
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2.3 Word quantization in Visa2T11
In the Visa2T11 run the word coding is a variation of the Visa1T11 word coding.
Now, the alphabet of the training data is first determined from filtered and Porter
stemmed training documents. The letters are put into order of their frequencies in

the training data. The most frequent letter gets letter code 1, the second 2, and so
on. If the letter does not appear in the training documents, it is given letter code
0. These letter codes are now used in formula 1 to replace the ASCII values.
Next, all the words of the training data are converted to word codes and their
frequencies are counted. The word-frequency list is sorted according to the word
code number. The word codes are classified to classes using a simple classification scheme. The biggest gap between two succeeding word codes is first found
and a class boundary is put between them. Then the sum of frequencies of words
in the two new classes are counted. The class with most words is divided into two
classes where the gap between two succeeding word codes is the biggest. This
method is repeated until there are classes. The class boundary information and
the word codes are used in creating class numbers for the words of the documents.





2.4 Test document to histogram
When examining a single test document, we create a histogram of the word code
numbers of the document. The filtered text from a test document is encoded word
by word. Each word number is quantized using the word quantization method of
the run. The quantization value is determined, an accumulator corresponding to
the value is increased, and thus a word histogram  is created. The histogram
 is finally normalized by the length of the histogram vector. The process of
converting a document to a histogram is illustrated in Fig. 1. The histogram
contains information about the words of the document in a numerical form. This
histogram is used in the TREC Routing process to find the best topic for each test
document. The diffence or distance between a single test document histogram
and the histogram representing the topic can be calculated using different metrics.
Among the most simple and effective metrics there are the Euclidean distance and
the cosine distance.
With the histograms derived from all the documents in the test database we can
compare and analyze the text of the single documents on the word level against the
relevant texts of each topic. Note, that it is not necessary to have any prior knowledge of the actual text documents to use these methods. No linguistic methods,
other than the Porter stemming, are used in the process.
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Figure 1: Process of converting document to histogram.

3 Runs with Reuters database
All the relevant documents to a certain topic from the training data were concatenated to one topic document. This document consists of all given relevant text
documents classified to that topic. This document was used to define the topic.
The information of irrelevant documents to the topic were not used in runs. Every
topic document was converted to a normalized topic histogram. All test documents were also transformed to individual histograms and normalized to vector
length one. In the two runs we used the methods described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Every test document histogram was compared with every topic histogram. The
distance metric used in run Visa1T11 was the Euclidean distance. In run Visa2T11
the used distance metric was cosine distance. A topic best-match file was created
for each topic. Each test document’s four best matching (smallest distance) topics were determined. For these four topics, the ID number of the test document

and its distance to the topic were put in the best-match file. From these files the
top 1000 documents with the closest distance to the topic were selected for the
result file. Our methods gave results which where close to the average level of all
participating methods. Visa2T11 gave slightly better results than Visa1T11.

3.1 Execution times
The applied methodology is very fast even with a database as large as the Reuters
database. In table 1 we present the execution times we calculated for the two runs.
Making histograms execution time consists of creating the word histograms for
the test documents. The comparing execution times are the times that it took to
compare the test histograms with the topic histograms and to find the four closest
topics for each test histogram.
Table 1: Execution times rounded up to the nearest hour.
Making histograms Comparing
Visa1T11
1h
6h
Visa2T11
6h
7h

Altogether
7h
13 h

The computer used in the experiments was a PC with a Intel R 550 MHz
Pentium R III processor and 128 Mb of memory. The operating system was Slackware Linux 7.0.0.

4 Discussion on results
There were some general difficulties when using the methodology on the Reuters
database. The selection of documents for the given training set turned out to be
disadvantageous. Firstly, it seemed that the set was too unevenly distributed in
topics for our methodology. When some topics have under ten relevant documents and some hundreds, statistical methods are in trouble. There is not enough
information in just few short relevant documents for this type of methods to be
successful. Uneven division in topics also lead to give more weight to topics that
have more relevant documents.
Secondly, because the training set was from a period of two months, the vocabulary in the relevant documents does not vary enough. The type of methodol-

ogy we used requires a good set of representative word samples from the whole
database. The training set vocabulary was restricted in the sense of yearly cycle,
to two months in autumn of 1996. This type of difficulties are, on the other hand,
very common in real life tasks.
Also, we had difficulties with the topics 151-200. Our methodology was not
doing well in finding relevant test documents for these topics. This was perhaps
partly due to our decision of emphasizing accuracy more than generalization. It
may also be due to the nature of the artificial topic construction process.
Our runs were designed so that only a basic form of the methodology was
used. The methods used are very fast and it seems that we are improving with the
accuracy of the methodology. Visa2T11 had 10000 different classes for the words
whereas Visa1T11 had about 6000. There was no training for the classification
of words in Visa1T11. Because of smaller number of word classes Visa1T11 had
one hour faster comparing time. The drawback was slightly poorer results. One
interesting issue in advancing even more is how to use the information of the
non-relevant documents for a topic to improve the process. Non-relevant documents seemed to be special cases of relevant documents topics. Our methodology
can notll use the information of non-relevant document, because only few words
can make distinction between relevant and non-relevant document. In future, this
could maybe be achieved by giving negative weight to those kind of words.
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